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Registration
Participating units register online via capmembers.com/RRLA. In turn National Headquarters sends an RRLA kit to the squadron. Due to budgetary constraints, some of the materials listed under Registration (RRLA Curriculum Guide, page 3), are no longer available from NHQ. RRLA kits now contain:

- 1 RRLA Curriculum Guide
- 5 RRLA posters (while supplies last)
- 1 DVD for the “Leadership at the Movies” lesson

Squadron Recognition
NHQ no longer sends certificates of recognition to the squadron via wing headquarters. Wings may print the certificates for presentation by the Wing Commander at an appropriate venue.
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Equipment Checklist

Pre-Planning Phase
(provided by NHQ)
- RRLA Kit: Includes curriculum guide, posters
- DVD for “Leadership at the Movies”

Print from www.capmembers.com/RRLA
- Letter to principals
- RRLA Student Guides
- Wallet cards (optional)
- Graduation Certificates
- Sign-In Roster

Execution Phase
(to be provided by the squadron)
- LCD projector
- Computer
- TV set and DVD player, or a laptop with a DVD player and good speakers.
- Extension cord/power strip
- Whiteboard and markers or something similar
- Snacks
- 32 sheets of letter-size paper (preferably colored) for The Maze and Indiana’s Challenge
- Masking or painter’s tape for The Maze and Indiana’s Challenge
- Four 10’ jump ropes for Indiana’s Challenge
- A basketball, soccer ball, or volleyball for Indiana’s Challenge
- Orange pylon for Indiana’s Challenge
- Pens and pencils
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6. NHQ Support. If you have questions about this program, please contact Joanna Lee of the National Cadet Team at jlee@caphq.gov or (877) 227-9142 x413.